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Throughout history, architectural embellishments have 
adorned homes and public structures the world over.  In 
early times, quarried stone was the materials of choice, 
then intricately carved wood and plaster found their 
places in fine architecture along with the rich detailing 
of fired terra cotta.  Today’s building profiles, or lack 
thereof, are largely predicated upon economic and 
structural practices. Cut stone and other masterfully 
carved building details are still available, but few projects 
can justify their extensive impact upon budget and time.

Patterson Whittaker is an innovative company that has 
combined the richly sophisticated design principals of 
the past with today’s latest technologies.  No longer is 
it impractical to beautify projects with timeless classical 
detailing reminiscent of the cornices, parapets, and 
elegant door and window surrounds found in the finest 
European architecture.  Their unique construction and 
attachment systems allow even the most dramatic, large-
scale details to be economically applied to both interior 
and exterior wall surfaces. 

It is their quest to provide well-constructed and 
beautifully designed architectural shapes that ensures 
your projects will be both elegant in appearance and 
meet today’s highest technical standards.

PW products are lightweight, exceedingly durable, 
easy to install and available for shipments worldwide.  
Our shapes are suitable for both interior and exterior 
building applications and for any level of design and 
sophistication.  They  have an array of stone-like finished 
products virtually indistinguishable from those crafted 
from the finest quarried stones. Utilizing specialized 
manufacturing equipment, installation systems and 
specialty coating formulations allow them to offer a 
quality building detailing system unlike anything else 
on the market.

Locally manufactured in the Northwest since the late 
1990s and designed to meet our harsh weather demands.  
The team at Patterson Whittaker look forward in 
supporting your architectural profile needs.

For more detailed information visit:  pwprofiles.com n
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“

Originally inspired by European 
architectural masterpieces. We are 
proud of our ability to manufacture 
architecturally correct profiles that 
simulate real cut stone, while also 
providing custom and modern profiles 
to meet current design trends.

Karri Anderson – Sales Executive
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